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Twaweza – Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda

•Uwezo: Citizen-led household-based assessments 

of basic literacy and numeracy skills.

•Generate evidence of “what works” to improve 

learning.

•Standards-based model, regional approach to 

curriculum studies – primary level.

www.twaweza.org

http://www.twaweza.org/


A standards-based model

What data is available?

• Test scores

• Demographics

• School climate

• ‘Formative 
assessment data’

Why more data?

• “students will perform 
better on assessments of 
content for which they 
have received instruction..” 
i.e. both instruction and 
assessments must be 
aligned to a specific set of 
standards.



Of an effective Curriculum..

One that achieves the 

set competences or 

intentions for children’s 

learning – what they 

should know and be 

able to do – as a result 

of instruction.
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The Surveys of Enacted 
Curriculum

A set of practical, 
reliable, 

research-based 
data collection 
tools used with 
teachers and 

other educators 
& specialists.

An easy but 
powerful and 

objective method 
to analyze the  
curriculum.

Collects and 
reports data on 

standards, 
assessments and 

instruction.



The Surveys of Enacted 
Curriculum

Facilitates 
reflection & 

discussions on 
improving 
classroom 

instructional 
practices and 

content at all levels.

Concise 
articulation of 

content 
progression across 

grades, cycles & 
levels.

A set of indicators 
to facilitate 

curriculum policy 
dev’t, teacher 
reflection & 

professional dev’t.







Indiv. ratings 
are discussed 
in the 
subject-team.

Indiv. data 
processed. 

Avg. across 
all tchrs, 
analysts.

Measures of 
rel. 
emphasis 
produced.

SEC data analysis & processing





SEC Inputs – Outputs

Taxonomy of 
topics/subtopics

User-friendly marginal 
charts

Expert/teacher judgement of content & 
practices – “data set”

Descriptive contour maps Alignment tables & indices

Performance expectations 
for students learning



Primary Mathematics standards







• Three topics dominate overall emphasis – over 60% of the 

emphasis on topic coverage.

• Lower primary – almost entirely focuses on the three 

dominant topics. A broader coverage from P4 – upwards. 

• Sub-topic level analyses: Certain subtopics dominate 

emphasis: “Measurement” – money, time & temperature. 

• Emphasis on learner perf. expectations is placed on “perform 

procedures” and “demonstrate understanding”

• “Measurement” emphasizes “making connections & applying to 

real world situations”



Survey of instructional content







•Emphasis structure on topics and learner 

performance expectations are more similar in P5 than 

in P3.

o P3 teachers: Iganga – ‘Number sense’  & ‘Recall’

Wakiso – ‘Measurement’ & ‘Demonstrate’

o Sub-topic level analyses: Some practical 

application competences are less emphasized in 

Iganga, e.g. “Measurement” – use of measuring 

instruments. 



Assessments: PLEs 2013 – 2015 



Assessment alignment analysis





Instructional alignment analysis – P3



Instructional alignment analysis – P5



•PLEs cover the whole breadth of the prescribed 

content in the standards. The three topics also dominate the 

PLEs.

• ‘Measurement’ is disproportionately over emphasized 

in the PLEs.

•Similar emphasis structure on learner performance 

expectations – first ‘perform’, then ‘demonstrate’, then 

‘apply to real-world’.

•Very low assessment and instructional alignment 

indices (OAI: PLEs - 0.33; P3 - 0.38; P5 – 0.30).



Summary - Discussion

• Need for comprehensive subject taxonomies – multi-dimensional 

specifications of topics, sub-topics, and learner performance 

expectations.

• Planned sequential progress on content

• Fit across grades and cycles

• Eliminate gaps and duplications

• Need to address alignment issues existing between standards, instruction 

and the PLEs at both topic/subtopic and cognitive demand levels – eliminate 

rote learning techniques that teachers employ targeting PLE performances.

• Instructional disparities between rural and urban classrooms need to be 

addressed – implications on teacher-related policy issues: 

• Teacher recruitment, education, deployment, development and support. 



Thank You
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Bloom's 

Taxonomy
(2001)

Remember Understand Apply Analyze Evaluate Create

SEC
(Porter &

Smithson, 2002)

Memorize
Perform 

procedures

Demonstrate 

understanding
Analyze Integrate

Webb's 

DoK
(1997, 2002)

Recall Concept
Strategic 

thinking

Extended 

thinking


